Solution structure of the U2 snRNP protein Rds3p reveals a knotted zinc-finger motif
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Rds3p, a component of the U2 snRNP subcomplex SF3b, is essential for pre-mRNA splicing and is extremely well conserved in all eukaryotic species. We report here the solution structure of Rds3p, which reveals an unusual knotted fold unrelated to previously known knotted proteins. Rds3p has a triangular shape with a GATA-like zinc finger at each vertex. Pairs of cysteines contributing to each finger are arranged nonsequentially in a permuted arrangement reminiscent of domain-swapping but which here involves segments of subdomains within a single chain. We suggest that the structure arose through a process of segment swapping after gene duplication. The fingers are connected through β-strands and loops, forming an overall topology strongly resembling a “triquetra knot.” The conservation and surface properties of Rds3p suggest that it functions as a platform for protein assembly within the multiprotein SF3b complex of U2 snRNP. The recombinant protein used for structure determination is biologically active, as it restores splicing activity in a yeast splicing extract depleted of native Rds3p.

Here, we present the solution structure of Rds3p. Its primary sequence contains 13 cysteine residues, of which 10 are present within five CXXC motifs. Proteins with this particular motif have been annotated as belonging to the superfamily of “plant homeodomain” (PHD)-finger proteins (Interpro accession no. IPR005345), hence the alternative name for Rds3p in higher eukaryotes “PHD finger-like domain-containing protein 5A” (Phf5A). However, our structure shows that Rds3p has a new fold unrelated to known zinc finger proteins. This study sheds light on the role of this essential protein within the SF3b complex.

Results and Discussion

Overall Structure of Rds3p.

We have determined the solution structure of Rds3p by NMR spectroscopy [Table 1 and supporting information (SI) Text]. Residues Met-10 to Leu-90 form a compact globular domain (Fig. 1 and Fig. S1) whereas the remaining residues are unstructured as evidenced by the near-random coil chemical shift values of their resonances and the lack of any long-range NOE connectivities. The protein behaves as a monomer in solution (analytical gel filtration and native mass spectrometry); some new signals attributable to a dimeric species of Rds3p slowly appeared as samples aged, but this did not interfere with the structure calculation.

Mass spectrometry under native and denaturing conditions shows that Rds3p binds three zinc ions (data not shown). Twelve of its 13 cysteines are almost completely conserved in eukaryotes (Fig. 2A and Fig. S2). In contrast, Cys-77 is not conserved and was found not to be involved in any of the zinc binding clusters in our calculated structures (including calculations carried out with no zinc-binding or interligand constraints and no prior NOE cross peak assignments; see Fig. S3 and Table S1).

The overall structure of Rds3p has an approximately triangular shape with a 4-cysteine cluster near each vertex (Figs. 1 and 2). These clusters each form part of a structure very similar to that of a GATA-like zinc finger, particularly those in LIM homeodomain” (PHD)-finger proteins (Interpro accession no. IPR005345), hence the alternative name for Rds3p in higher eukaryotes “PHD finger-like domain-containing protein 5A” (Phf5A). However, our structure shows that Rds3p has a new fold unrelated to known zinc finger proteins. This study sheds light on the role of this essential protein within the SF3b complex.

Results and Discussion

Overall Structure of Rds3p.

We have determined the solution structure of Rds3p by NMR spectroscopy [Table 1 and supporting information (SI) Text]. Residues Met-10 to Leu-90 form a compact globular domain (Fig. 1 and Fig. S1) whereas the remaining residues are unstructured as evidenced by the near-random coil chemical shift values of their resonances and the lack of any long-range NOE connectivities. The protein behaves as a monomer in solution (analytical gel filtration and native mass spectrometry); some new signals attributable to a dimeric species of Rds3p slowly appeared as samples aged, but this did not interfere with the structure calculation.

Mass spectrometry under native and denaturing conditions shows that Rds3p binds three zinc ions (data not shown). Twelve of its 13 cysteines are almost completely conserved in eukaryotes (Fig. 2A and Fig. S2). In contrast, Cys-77 is not conserved and was found not to be involved in any of the zinc binding clusters in our calculated structures (including calculations carried out with no zinc-binding or interligand constraints and no prior NOE cross peak assignments; see Fig. S3 and Table S1).

The overall structure of Rds3p has an approximately triangular shape with a 4-cysteine cluster near each vertex (Figs. 1 and 2). These clusters each form part of a structure very similar to that of a GATA-like zinc finger, particularly those in LIM domains (15). Such fingers typically comprise a zinc knuckle (also sometimes called a half-knuckle) followed by a loop, a
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Table 1. Structural statistics for the Rds3p ensemble

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural restraints</th>
<th>Structural restraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOE-derived distance restraints</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraresidue</td>
<td>814* 1,616†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>477* 814†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (2 ≤</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long (</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>3,780* 1,540‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5,420* 4,881‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dihedral constraints</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi1</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistics for accepted structures

Accepted structures 20
Mean CNS energy terms (kcal-mol⁻¹ ± SD)
- E total -3,250.3 ± 99.2
- E van der Waals -290.1 ± 20.3
- E distance restraints 83.5 ± 30.5
Restraint violations >0.3 Å 1.2 ± 0.9‡ 1.1 ± 0.9‡
(naverage number per structure)
RMS deviations from the ideal geometry used within CNS
- Bond lengths, Å 0.0041
- Bond angles, ° 0.63
- Improper angles, ° 1.70

Ramachandran statistics
Most favored, % 77.60‡ 79.50§
Additionally allowed, % 18.90‡ 17.80§
Generously allowed, % 2.70‡ 2.40§
Disallowed, % 0.80§ 0.30

Average atomic RMS deviations from the average structure (± SD)
N, Cα, and C, atoms, Å 0.67 ± 0.19‡ 0.53 ± 0.12§
All heavy atoms, Å 1.21 ± 0.27‡ 1.06 ± 0.15§

*Input.
†Aria cycle 8.
‡Residues 10–90.
§Residues 10–50, 56–90.

β-hairpin, and an α-helix. The zinc knuckle and the first turn of the helix usually donate two zinc ligands each (16). In Rds3p the three zinc fingers are connected through loops and β-strands. Interestingly, the pairs of cysteines participating in each finger are not arranged sequentially. Instead, they are permuted between the fingers in an arrangement reminiscent of domain-swapping (17), although here it occurs between subdomains within one chain (Fig. 3). The first (Cys-23 to Cys-26) and the fourth (Cys-58 to Cys-61) CXXC motifs contribute the helical portion (although restricted here to a single turn) and the zinc knuckle respectively of finger 1. Finger 2 is formed from the second (Cys-30 to Cys-33) and fifth (Cys-73 to Cys-76) CXXC motifs, which contribute the zinc knuckle and the helical portion, respectively. This is the finger that most strongly resembles a canonical GATA finger, in that it has the longest and best-defined helix and the best-defined region corresponding to a β-hairpin. The helical portion of finger 3 is formed by the third CXXC motif (Cys-46 to Cys-49). Finger 3 formally lacks a canonical zinc knuckle, but the first and last cysteines (Cys-11 and Cys-86) of the sequence form an “interrupted knuckle.”

Near-symmetric structures arising from such “segment swapping” between subdomains within a single chain are not uncommon for cases involving two subdomains (18), but cases involving three subdomains, as for Rds3p, are rare; the only other case we are aware of is that of S-adenosylmethionine synthetase (19) (PDB entry 1XRA). The evolutionary origin of such an arrangement in Rds3p is not obvious, but could perhaps involve multiple gene duplication events to generate four or more repeated fingers, followed by deletions that leave two intact fingers flanked by two fragments of fingers. The process of segment-swapping might then be a mechanism that allows the N- and C-terminal finger fragments to come together and form part of a common structure while reorganizing the CXXC motifs such that each finger in the new arrangement is built from a nonsequential set of motifs. Alternatively, the structure might arise through segment-swapping among three fingers in conjunction with deletions and point mutations.

Near the center of the structure, the β-strands that link the fingers come together to form a distinctive, approximately triangular arrangement stabilized by either two or three interstrand hydrogen bonds at each “vertex.” This pattern leaves none of the donors or acceptors on the inwardly interacting edges of these strands unsatisfied (Fig. 4A). The structure is further stabilized by several hydrophobic sidechains (Leu-22, Ile-32, Val-43, Ile-59, Ile-60, and Tyr-72) that project toward the interior from the strands of the β-triangle. These sidechains form a small core that occupies the central space between the fingers (Fig. 4B). The fold is completed by three loops on the outside of the structure that each connect the C terminus of one finger to the N terminus of the next (Fig. 2C).

Finger 3 was found to have a faster rate of metal exchange than the other two fingers in experiments intended to substitute 113Cd for Zn (see SI Text), suggesting that the chain break may cause additional dynamics in this part of the structure. 15N NMR relaxation experiments did not show any significant differences anywhere in the domain (data not shown), but this is not inconsistent, because metal exchange processes take place on timescales much too slow to influence 15N relaxation rates [time scales of minutes to hours have been reported for Zn-Cd exchange in other zinc fingers (20)]. The poor local order for residues 51–55 (Fig. 1A) is also consistent with this interpretation, because it reflects a low constraint density in this part of the molecule that in turn is probably due to accelerated solvent exchange of nearby amide NH signals (Gln-54 NH is weak and Lys-53 NH is missing altogether from the spectra).

Rds3p Contains a Deep Trefoil Knot. The polypeptide chain of Rds3p forms a deep topological knot. Resolution of this knot would require scission of the chain at around residue Leu-22 if starting from the N terminus or at around residue Tyr-72 if starting from the C terminus; these are approximately the points at which the chain passes through a loop to form the knot. Thus starting from the N terminus, there are ~10 native residues of the tail and 11 residues from the folded domain (including one zinc-binding cysteine, Cys-11) in the portion of the chain that would need to be removed to resolve the knot, whereas starting from the C terminus, there are ~17 residues of the tail and 18 residues from the folded domain (including three zinc-binding cysteines, Cys-73, Cys-76, and Cys-86) in the portion that would need to be removed.

Another way to visualize the origin of the knot is to consider the β-triangle. If one views the triangle from the same face as that on which the three zinc-fingers lie, the C-terminal end of each strand of the triangle passes over the N-terminal end of the next strand, forming a cyclic array (Fig. 2D). To create a knot from this arrangement, it is only necessary to link the ends of the strands together with loops. If all of the strands are thus linked to create a cyclic chain, then the arrangement forms a perfect trefoil knot.

As a further confirmation that the fold of the protein was correct, we used three independent methods of calculating the structure (see Materials and Methods). In addition to the main calculations, which used the ARIA protocol (21), calculations were carried out either by using manual assignment of NOE cross peaks or by using the semiautomatic program ATNOS/
CANDID (22, 23). Although these calculations were not all refined to the same final precision as the ARIA calculations, in each case they showed the same knotted fold (data not shown). Furthermore, the data converged well on the knotted fold even in early cycles of refinement, showing that the fold was well determined by the data (see also SI Text).

**Fig. 1.** NMR ensemble and backbone representations of Rds3p. (A) Stereoview of overlay of deposited ensemble of 20 lowest-energy models of Rds3p. The N and C termini, which are at the rear of the structure as viewed, are marked, as are clusters 1, 2 and 3 (the zinc atom of cluster 1 is obscured in this view). Significant disorder is limited to the region adjacent to cluster 3 (residues 51–55; see Overall Structure of Rds3p) on the far right of the structure as shown. The structure is oriented with the β-triangle facing upward. (B) Corresponding stereoview of the lowest energy structure from the NMR ensemble shown in chainbow coloring as a backbone ribbon with cysteine sidechains.

**Fig. 2.** Sequence alignment and overall structure of Rds3p. (A) Sequence alignment of human and yeast Rds3p. Components of the structure are shown above the sequence, using the same color code as in 2C (K, zinc knuckle; β, β-hairpin; S, strand; H, helix; L, loop; numbers denote fingers 1, 2, and 3). (B) Ribbon stereoview of the Rds3p structure in chainbow coloring (corresponding to the rainbow color gradient bar in 2A) with the β-triangle facing downwards (180° rotation from Fig. 1). Sidechains of the metal-binding cysteine residues are shown numbered. (C) Schematic showing how Rds3p is built from three GATA-like zinc fingers (shown in same orientation as B). In Rds3p, each β-hairpin is broken and replaced by a strand (magenta) running from one finger to the next, and a loop (orange) is added from the α-helix of one finger to the zinc-knuckle of the next. The zinc knuckle of finger 3 is "interrupted." (D) Simplest representation of the origin of the knot in the Rds3p structure (same orientation as in B and C).
Fig. 3. Sequence of the ordered part of Rds3p showing the nonsequential arrangement of the three zinc clusters.

Although not very common, knotted proteins have been found before. The deep trefoil knot is the most abundant type and was discovered in four distinct families: the RNA methyltransferases, carbonic anhydrases, transcarbamylases, and the previously mentioned S-adenosyl methionine synthetases (reviewed in refs. 24–26). Their knotted domain is classed as a β/α-knot fold in the SCOP database (27). Although Rds3p contains a deep trefoil knot, it does not resemble any of these proteins and has a previously unknown fold. Most trefoil knots are right-handed; intriguingly, the chirality of the trefoil knot in Rds3p is left-handed (because, when passing from the N to the C terminus, the direction of the over-crossing strand to the under-crossing strand is left to right). The only other left-handed trefoil found to date is a substructure in ubiquitin hydrolase (24).

The arrangement of the loops and strands of Rds3p bears a striking resemblance to the “triquetra” symbol from Celtic and Nordic art (Fig. 2D); hence, we propose to name this knotted fold as the triquetra motif. We are unaware of any other reported structures of knotted zinc-finger proteins.

**Heating of Rds3p Does Not Result in Permanent Denaturation.** The far UV circular dichroism (CD) spectrum of Rds3p shows that it is not many signatures of secondary structure. Thermal denaturation of Rds3p from 20°C to 95°C was followed by using CD by measuring the change in ellipticity at 215, 222, and 229 nm (data not shown). Analysis of these curves showed the midpoint of the thermal transition (T_m) to be 66 ± 0.3°C and the enthalpy of transition at the midpoint (ΔH_m) to be 47 ± 1.8 kcal mol⁻¹. At all three wavelengths the values for T_m and ΔH_m were similar within the error range, which indicates that there is a one step transition between two states and that the protein unfolds as a single cooperative unit. The rather low ΔH_m value may reflect the limited secondary structure of Rds3p. Interestingly, at 95°C the far UV-CD spectrum is not typical of a fully unfolded protein (Fig. 5A), because it still shows some helical features at ~222 nm. After cooling, an almost identical CD spectrum is obtained to the one obtained before heating (Fig. 5A), indicating that the protein folds back into its original state. In contrast, removal of zinc with EDTA results in a completely different CD spectrum, which did not change back into the native spectrum upon removal of the EDTA followed by the addition of zinc (see Fig. S4). This suggests that at higher temperature the knot may persist in a partially unfolded state with the zinc still coordinated to the protein, whereas disruption of zinc binding by EDTA gives rise to irreversible denaturation. Presence of fusions at the N or C termini are apparently not incompatible with folding, because mass spectrometry shows that the N-terminal GST fusion of Rds3p, which we used for bacterial expression, also binds three zinc ions. This strongly suggests that the Rds3p part is folded in the fusion protein. Interestingly, others have shown that Rds3p bearing a C-terminal TAP tag is fully functional and supports splicing (5, 7).

**Surface Properties.** The sequence alignment (Fig. 2A and Fig. S2) shows that there are many highly conserved hydrophobic residues in the ordered part of the Rds3p molecule. As mentioned in **Overall Structure of Rds3p,** some of these hydrophobic residues form the hydrophobic core of Rds3p. However, these represent well under half the hydrophobic residues present in the ordered region. The remainder are exposed to varying degrees on the surface. Consistent with this, the electrostatic surface potential map is relatively featureless (Fig. 6). Overall, the surface is slightly acidic, and the only pronounced feature is a basic patch on the base of the β-triangle contributed by the lysine and arginine residues on strand 2. In addition, the C-terminal disordered tail (residues 91–107) is highly basic.

It is known that the SF3b complex cross-links to U2 snRNA; however, a direct cross-link between RNA and Rds3p has never been observed. Therefore, we attempted to establish whether Rds3p can bind nucleic acids. Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) of Rds3p with U2 snRNA and single or double stranded unrelated RNAs did not reveal any specific or general RNA affinity for this protein (data not shown and SI Text). It has been suggested that the homolog of Rds3p in rat and **S. pombe**
(Ini1) acts as a transcriptional activator (29, 30) or as a chromatin associated protein in mouse (Phf5a) (31) that binds to DNA. In contrast, we did not observe any general DNA affinity in EMSA, using five different constructs of DNA (data not shown).

Based on its structure, surface properties and lack of general nucleic acid binding, we propose that Rds3p mediates protein–protein interactions within the SF3b complex. The existence of the disordered tails of isolated Rds3p (residues 1–9 and 91–107) is also consistent with this likely function. These tails represent >20% of the total sequence of Rds3p, and it is notable that there is a high degree of sequence conservation within them. This suggests that when Rds3p interacts with its binding partner(s) in the SF3b complex, the N- and C-terminal tails may well fold against the surfaces of these partners.

**Conclusions**

Rds3p is an essential component of the SF3b complex. We have determined its structure and found that it comprises a previously uncharacterized knotted fold; we know of no other examples of knotted zinc finger proteins. We have shown that, despite the lack of secondary structure, this protein is very stable and that recombinantly expressed protein is functional in an in vitro splicing assay. Based on our structure, we believe that Rds3p functions as a protein platform within the SF3b complex.

**Materials and Methods**

**Recombinant Rds3p.** DNA coding for the His-tagged GST fusion protein of yeast Rds3 was cloned into a pRK172 vector. The protein was expressed in BL21 (DE3) RIL CodonPlus cells (Stratagene) either in rich medium for biochemical studies or in M9 minimal medium to obtain isotope labeled protein for NMR experiments (SI Text). The His-tagged GST fusion protein was cleaved with tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease.

**NMR.** Data were acquired at 27°C from samples containing 0.3–0.8 mM Rds3p in NMR buffer [20 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.0), 1 mM [2H₆] DTT, 200 mM NaCl]. A nearly complete set of resonance assignments was made by using a standard suite of triple resonance NMR experiments, and ¹H, ¹⁵N and ¹³C chemical shifts were calibrated by using sodium 3,3,3-trimethylsilylpropionate (TSP) as an external ¹H reference.

**Calculations including explicit zinc** used a slightly modified version of the ARIA protocol (SI Text).

**Mass Spectrometry.** Data were acquired by using either modified LCT or QTOF2 instruments (Waters) configured for nanoflow ESI in positive ion mode. Nanoflow capillaries (drawn and coated with gold in-house) were loaded with 2-µl sample and a low pressure of nitrogen gas was used to initiate flow through the capillary. Other experimental details have been described in ref. 33. Spectra under native conditions were acquired from Rds3p in 400 mM ammonium acetate, 1 mM DTT solution after dialysis. Where necessary, an additional gel filtration step, using MicroBiospin-6 tubes (Bio-Rad) with the same buffer was used. Rds3p was denatured by either the addition of cation exchange beads (AG 50W-X⁺ resin, 100–200 mesh, hydrogren form, Bio-Rad) or an equal volume of 25% formic acid in acetonitrile.

**Far-UV CD.** Spectra of 0.2 mg/ml Rds3p in CD buffer [10 mM Na-phosphate (pH 7.2), 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT] were recorded by using a Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter (Jasco) at 20°C and 95°C in the spectral range from 190 to 260 nm with 0.2-nm resolution. Spectra were recorded as averages of six scans at
a scanning speed of 100 nm/min. The response time was 2.0 s with a bandwidth of 1.0 nm. Quartz cuvettes with an optical path of 1 mm were used. The spectra were corrected for the buffer background. Thermal denaturation data were collected at a scan rate of 1°C per minute in the range of 20 to 95°C. Changes in ellipticity were measured at 215, 222, and 229 nm. The data were fit to a standard equation for a two-state transition (34). For the denaturation of Rds3p by removal of zinc, EDTA was added to 0.2 mg/ml Rds3p in Tris CD buffer [5 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT] to a final concentration of 10 mM and incubated overnight at 4°C. The sample was then extensively dialyzed to Tris CD buffer, and 5 molar equivalents of ZnSO4 were added to the sample. CD spectra were recorded of the sample after addition of EDTA followed by dialysis and again after addition of ZnSO4.


Splicing Assays. Splicing extracts were prepared as described in ref. 35, and splicing assays were carried out as described in ref. 7 with minor adjustments (SI Text).
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